1. Animal movement patterns are increasingly analysed as spatial networks. Currently, structures 22 of complex movements are typically represented as a single-layer (or monoplex) network.
INTRODUCTION 49
Animal movements are complex and dynamic, involving behavioural and environmental drivers that 50 can interact both in space and time. Consequently, ecological landscapes can be connected in ways 51 that contain different layers of complexity, reflecting how species utilise the landscape in different 52 ways and potentially influencing the services they provide (Bélisle, 2005) . There has been great 53 interest in understanding how animals use their habitat and conversely how habitat drives movement 54 patterns (Hussey et al., 2015; Kays, Crofoot, Jetz, & Wikelski, 2015) . Furthermore, while animal 55 mobility influences population structure and ecological connectivity, this process can be highly 56 dynamic due to individual behavioural variability in addition to the social ecology of the species in 57 question. To ensure that behavioural data can be used for applied conservation, a quantitative 58 understanding that fully captures these complex processes is essential (Nathan et al., 2008) .
59
Network theory provides a powerful set of tools to visualise, quantify and interpret complex 60 patterns of animal movements, conceptualised as spatial networks. Spatial networks have been 61 employed increasingly in animal movement ecology to investigate different ecological processes such 62 as pathogen transmission, gene flow, information transfer or nutrient transfer between habitats (e.g. 
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Like most networks, movement networks evolve over time and are often derived from a 71 subsample of individuals from a population for which tracking data were collected. Most spatial and 72 movement ecology studies that employ network analyses have been restricted to monolayer networks, 73 4 in other words, to a single, aggregated network layer. In fact, the traditional approach has been to 74 build individual movement networks, but then to either compare network metrics between individuals 75 using traditional statistics or null models or to aggregate each individual network into a single graph 76 representing a subgroup of animals (e.g. sex or species). Mapping out these complex systems as 77 monolayer networks can lead to the loss of important information, not least the role of individual 78 variability on patterns of population connectivity and mobility (Spiegel, Leu, Bull, & Sih, 2017) . In 79 addition, while aggregating or comparing individual movement networks can provide useful 80 information on the relative importance of some nodes (i.e. locations) based on their centrality, these 81 networks may be misleading for interpreting processes that are facilitated by sociality. For example, 82 monolayer movement networks do not consider contact rates between individuals, that is they 83 typically cannot differentiate between animals using the same location at the same or at different 84 times and this can have important implications for the probabilities of disease or information transfer 85 between individuals (Silk et al., 2019) . Therefore, there remains a number of analytical challenges 86 associated with how best to amalgamate data to draw population-level inferences or to divide 87 movement network data to explore individual-and group-level variation in behaviours.
88
Multilayer networks are a class of networks introduced to model systems composed of multiple 89 layers giving rise to the idea of a 'networks of networks', allowing us to differentiate between 90 intralayer (horizontal) and interlayer (vertical) connectivity (Kivelä et al., 2014) . The theoretical basis 91 for multilayer networks has been refined across many different research fields, already leading to 92 important insight, for example from transportation networks (Cardillo et al., 2013) to disease 93 epidemics (Pilosof, Greenbaum, Krasnov, & Zelnik, 2017) . As research on complex systems in 94 ecology has developed, it has become increasingly important to move beyond simple graphs and 95 investigate more complex, but more realistic frameworks, that account for the many potential sources 96 of variability within the system. In multiplex networks, a particular form of multilayer network, the 97 nodes within each network 'layer' are occurrences of the same entity; that is, all nodes are replicated 98 on all layers where they are connected differently, either by different individuals, different species or 99 by different modes of movement (e.g. walking, flying). The theory and mathematical developments 100 5 for multilayer network analyses are now sufficient for upgrading traditional representations of 101 networks in ecology, providing novel insights into the structure, functioning and dynamics of 102 movement networks (Boccaletti et al., 2014; Kivelä et al., 2014) .
103
Here, we present a new conceptual framework for incorporating individual movement trajectories 104 with inter-individual contact patterns within a multilayer network object. Our approach considers 105 layers made up of individual movement networks. These individuals might connect nodes -106 representing fixed monitoring locations that are present within each layer -differently in the different 107 layers. All layers are then connected together by the probability of co-occurring (i.e. contact) at a 108 given node. This approach provides a flexible framework that not only considers the spatial drivers of 109 movement (intralayer edges) but also the temporal/social drivers of movement (interlayer edges). We 110 then map intra and interlayer network metrics within a bivariate space to explore the proportional 111 influence of spatial and social influence on the functional significance of a monitoring location. In 112 order to illustrate the value of this approach, we analysed the movements of individual of two shark 
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Here, the intralayer edges are built from the movements, and for a weighted network, the 136 frequency of movements of each monitored individual. The interlayer edges link each node of all 137 layers by a probability of contact or co-occurrence at a specific node (i.e. location). In fact, by linking 138 nodes between layers by frequency of contact, we better delineate the temporal overlap that can 139 improve our understanding of transfer of information, parasites or disease between layers (i.e. 140 individuals) beyond simply considering spatial overlap. Incorporating both movement and contact in a 141 multilayer framework will help identify the locations that are critical for such transfer processes. Network centrality metrics attempt to measure the importance of a node, an edge or a subgraph, and 171 several monolayer centrality measures have been generalized to multilayer networks. Node centrality 172 can be an important parameter in movement networks for identifying potential locations for targeted 173 conservation efforts . Node degree is a common centrality measure and is 174 defined as the number of neighbouring nodes a node is directly connected to. In a multilayer network, 175 degree heterogeneity might be present in two aspects: across the nodes in a layer and across layers in 176 a node. The common approach infers the spatial centrality of a node either as a global trend resulting 177 from the aggregation over all layers or as the correlated centrality tendencies of that node across all 178 layers. However, both approaches do not consider interlayer edges, linking nodes between layers, and 179 the centrality of a node which results from the spatial utilisation and preferences of all individuals 180 might underestimate the node importance in connecting individuals through ecological processes, for 181 example areas of importance for transmission of information or disease.
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In our revised framework, we propose that the centrality of a node in a multilayer movement 183 network would depend on two components: centrality based on the movement paths entering and 184 leaving the node (i.e. from intralayer edges) which we refer to as "spatial centrality" and centrality 185 based on the number and frequency of contacts between individuals occurring at a particular node (i.e. 186 from interlayer edges) which we refer to as "social centrality". Therefore, by considering the spatial 187 and social components of movement within a population, functional centrality should be high when it 188 has both high spatial centrality and high social centrality. To tease apart the relative importance of 189 spatial and social centrality, we use the TOPSIS method (Technique for Order Preference by all layers as well as for the aggregated network, we ranked nodes based on their strength providing a 237 rank score ranging from 0 (lowest spatial centrality) to 1 (highest spatial centrality). Correlation 238 between each pair of layers was inferred using Spearman's correlation to assess the degree of 239 similarity/dissimilarity between layers. We then determined the overall spatial centrality score by 240 summing for each node its centrality rank in each layer and then ranking this score from 0 and 1 (i.e. 241 the mean rank of each node across layers). Similarly, strength was also calculated for the social 242 interactions by summing the number of co-occurrences at each node and then ranking them from 0 243 and 1. For each species, a bivariate analysis was conducted by plotting both centrality scores across 244 the spatial and social axes with a view to exploring the functionality of nodes within the movement 245 network. We then used the TOPSIS method to organise the nodes according to their distance to 246 positive and negative ideal solutions. In our case, centrality was considered as a function of spatial 247 and social centralities. We define the positive ideal solution corresponding to the condition where 248 spatial and social centralities are maximised (note that in our case a 1:1 weight ratio of spatial and 249 social components was used to rank nodes according to an equal consideration of their spatial and 250 social score but other ratios could be used to give more weight to one component). TOPSIS scores are 251 11 then ranked from 0 to 1 and correspond to the multilayer ranks integrating socio-spatial centralities. (Figs 2-3) . The reducibility procedure reduced structural redundancy in the 265 movement networks from 24 layers to three layers in the grey reef shark network and from 20 layers 266 to four layers in the blacktip reef shark network (Fig. 4) . These clusters were deemed to contain 267 topologically similar network properties but clearly illustrate the deferential space use across small 268 clusters of individual sharks (Fig. 4 ).
269
Incorporating social information into this picture, the bivariate analysis tends to show that 270 spatial and social components of grey reef shark movement patterns are highly linked ( Fig. 5a ) with 271 nodes of high spatial centrality being also of high social centrality. Conversely, spatial and social 272 components of blacktip reef sharks are less associated in blacktip reef sharks ( Fig. 5b) 284   285   15939  15926  15955  15929  15933  15919  15951  15945  15923  15949  15961  15943  15950  15927  15953  15930  14794  15958  15960  15967  15938  15931  15924 1 5 9 2 9 1 5 9 5 5 1 5 9 5 8 1 5 9 5 1 1 5 9 4 3 1 5 9 1 9 1 5 9 2 4 1 5 9 5 0 1 5 9 5 7 1 5 9 2 3 1 5 9 5 3 1 5 9 2 7 1 4 7 9 4 1 5 9 3 9 1 5 9 3 8 1 5 9 4 5 1 5 9 6 1 1 5 9 2 6 1 5 9 3 3 A g g r e g a te 
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Animal populations or ecosystems are characterised by many interacting individuals that give 431 rise to emergent behaviour and processes. Networks can provide an appealing tool for studying the 432 complexity of these interactions. Real systems are often interconnected, with many interdependencies 433 that are not properly captured by single-layer networks. Animal movements are often underpinned by 434 decisions that are influenced by spatial, social and environmental processes and a multilayer approach 435 is better able to deal with this multifaceted complexity. To account for this source of complexity, we 436 proposed a more general framework, in which movement networks interact with each other. 437 438 439
